
Five patients are patiently waiting for their appointments with a chiropractor. Figure out the appointment times of each

patient as well as the speci�c pains they are experiencing.

Shirt: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Andrew, Owen, Quentin, Robert, Theodore

Pain: ankle, hip, knee, neck, shoulder

Appointment: 2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 5:30 PM

Language: Arabic, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian

The man who has an appointment at 5:30 PM is in the

last position.

The person with Ankle pain is in the middle.

The person with Knee pain is immediately to the left of

the person with a 2:00 PM appointment.

The person wearing the Black shirt is somewhere to

the left of Theodore.

The Arabic speaker is also the one wearing the Black

shirt.

The man in Black is positioned somewhere between

the man wearing White and the Portuguese speaker, in

that order.

The person with Ankle pain is seated next to the

person wearing a Pink shirt.

The man wearing the Purple shirt is somewhere to the

left of Robert.

After the Portuguese speaker comes the patient with

Hip pain.

The man in Black is somewhere to the left of the

Portuguese speaker.

The man with a 5:00 PM appointment is immediately to

the right of the Portuguese speaker.

The patient with a 4:00 PM appointment is somewhere

between the patient in Black and Andrew, in that order.

The person with Neck pain is also the person wearing

the Black shirt.

The speaker of Japanese is sitting somewhere between

the patient with Ankle pain and the Italian speaker, in

that order.

Andrew is immediately followed by the person with a

5:30 PM appointment.

The man in Black is somewhere between the patient

with a 4:30 PM appointment and the Italian speaker, in

that order.

Owen is immediately to the left of the patient with a

4:00 PM appointment.
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Five patients are patiently waiting for their appointments with a chiropractor. Figure out the appointment times of each

patient as well as the speci�c pains they are experiencing.

Shirt: black, pink, purple, red, white

Name: Andrew, Owen, Quentin, Robert, Theodore

Pain: ankle, hip, knee, neck, shoulder

Appointment: 2:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 5:00 PM, 5:30 PM

Language: Arabic, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian

The man who has an appointment at 5:30 PM is in the

last position.

The person with Ankle pain is in the middle.

The person with Knee pain is immediately to the left of

the person with a 2:00 PM appointment.

The person wearing the Black shirt is somewhere to

the left of Theodore.

The Arabic speaker is also the one wearing the Black

shirt.

The man in Black is positioned somewhere between

the man wearing White and the Portuguese speaker, in

that order.

The person with Ankle pain is seated next to the

person wearing a Pink shirt.

The man wearing the Purple shirt is somewhere to the

left of Robert.

After the Portuguese speaker comes the patient with

Hip pain.

The man in Black is somewhere to the left of the

Portuguese speaker.

The man with a 5:00 PM appointment is immediately to

the right of the Portuguese speaker.

The patient with a 4:00 PM appointment is somewhere

between the patient in Black and Andrew, in that order.

The person with Neck pain is also the person wearing

the Black shirt.

The speaker of Japanese is sitting somewhere between

the patient with Ankle pain and the Italian speaker, in

that order.

Andrew is immediately followed by the person with a

5:30 PM appointment.

The man in Black is somewhere between the patient

with a 4:30 PM appointment and the Italian speaker, in

that order.

Owen is immediately to the left of the patient with a

4:00 PM appointment.
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Patient #1 Patient #2 Patient #3 Patient #4 Patient #5

Shirt whi�� black purp�� pink ��d

Name Q��ntin Owen T��odo�� And��w Robert

Pain kn�� ��ck an��e hip sho����r

Appointment 4:30 PM 2:00 PM 4:00 PM 5:00 PM 5:30 PM

Language Russian Arabic Portug���� Japa���� It��ian
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